Nonfarm payrolls grew by 193,000 in January, reflecting the annual benchmarking process and updated seasonal factors. November’s increase was revised to 354,000 jobs and December’s to 140,000.

The construction industry was particularly strong in December, with net growth of 46,000 jobs; it grew by 345,000 jobs over the year. Food services and drinking places (31,000), health care (29,000), and financial activities (21,000) added jobs at rates higher than their 2005 averages. In January, accounting services lost jobs, while the number in manufacturing and retail changed only slightly.

The national unemployment rate was 4.7% in January, down from 4.9% in December. The labor force participation rate (66.0%) and the employment-to-population ratio (62.9%) showed little or no change over the month. Long-term jobless persons—those without work for 27 weeks or more—fell to 1.2 million or 16.3% of all unemployed persons, down from 21.0% a year earlier.

Unemployment rates by industry measure the number of jobless people by the industry of the person’s last job. Although overall unemployment can be thought of as a measure of labor force slack, industries cannot rely on workers returning to their previous industry. Breaking down the jobless numbers by industry shows which industries have recently shed workers. In 2005, unemployment rates exceeded 7% in construction and leisure and hospitality. Mining and the financial services industries enjoyed unemployment rates of about 3%.

NOTE: All data are seasonally adjusted.

a. Financial activities include the finance, insurance, and real estate sector and the rental and leasing sector.
b. Professional and business services include professional, scientific, and technical services, management of companies and enterprises, administrative and support, and waste management and remediation services.
c. Beginning in January 2006, the data reflect the household survey’s revised population controls.